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Abstract

!w) pte:.chool children rangin om 3.1 to.6.2 years of age,

were shown a set of "interesting" materials y their teachers while alone,

wi one otArsame-sex peer,, arld with three other same-sex peers. As

predicted, the frequency of questions asked .f,er child was negatively

related to group size, though. two children as a group generated more,

questions than died children tested in groupo,of four or alone. Despite

Varia,tions.inigroup size and materials, the frequency of questions was

.

also correlated,across sessions. Howeer, there. were no relationships

between either age or sex and the numlier E questions.
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Group Size asa Determinant of Ghildre6's

Frequency' of Asking Questions

1Q the absence of available research, teacrs of yOung children

arrange the size of the'f. r instructional groups based-on their hunchgg

about its impact on the children's cognitive activity. For example,

of concern to teachers are the optimal grOup size conditions for inducing
%L._

children to seek and examine new information contained in a given set
N./

of nstructional materials. Yet, with re&ard to one class of .inquiry

behaviors--asking questions of the teacher --the present authors are

aware of only one study 1.4-1.ich attempted to evaluate the effects of

group size on the frequency with which young children in these groups

J
asked questions (12).

t4,

J
Briefly, using groups of kindergarten children ranging from four'

to 24 in size, Torrance found that the larger the grOup, the fewer the

For example, his four-chi ld groups asked about.twiCe as
.

manyquestions'as a grodp than did his 24-child groups: On a per chitd

e

basis the effects appear to be even more dramatic. More specifically, 'c

it can be readily inferred from Torrance's data that the children in ..

,..
the four-child groups asked about 12 times as many guestions On a pfkro

1 '''

.

child basis as did the childreh in the 24Ldaild group_____,s, since the 1..ate

groups contained six t imes as many children as did the foimer groups.
°

Of particular interest to the present invesigatOrs werejbmance's._

1
findius and conclusion regarding his four- and 'six -child groups..

.

First, ToTrance 'cendluded that the group mean differences were incon- .

- sequential (mean number of questions for he/four- and six-:Chid groups
.

.
0

were 31.1 and 28.1, respectively). Yet do a. per child basis,-subgarftil

.

-
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differences existed even between these similar group size conditions, as

each child'in the six-child groups asked only 60 percent as many questions

as did each child in the= oUr-child grOups.

Second, based on his on teaching"-experiences with young children,

Torrance indicated that small groups may possess a "possible superiority"

ogler individual tutorial situations (p. 74). If "superiority" in the pre-
-

,sent context is taken to mean generating more questions .from childen, then
y

no information was provided by Torrance to deter'hine if groups smaller,than

four would generate more or fewer questions than groups of four or larger.
. .

However, given the compelling inverse, trend found by Torrance coupled with

our own experiences regarding the number of questions young children ask'

during bVef individual sessions (3), we antiqipatdd that both on a per

Child and a per grog basi's, the inverse trend between questions and group
.4.

size would extend yo groups of four, and below. Thus, as de*cribed in more

detail inthe Methods section, we o pared the number of quakAtions, asked

by
.

children when tested in g of four (40),-two (2G),' and when tested

alone ("10").

.,

Of. t'secondary` interest were possible age and sex differences in questibn-

asking frequency, as well as evidence regarding the degree to which indiviival

differences .0-1 question-asking are stable, across Of-fere:it group size conditions
'

and stimulus materials. While several stucLies exist to indicate that question-
.

..c . .,
. 1

asking frequency increases With age among school age children (1, 6), th-

evidence is less clear or consistent.for-preschool children (2., 7, 11).
.-

t.e.
_

.
.,

Sitmilarly, no clear-cut' sex differences in question-asking, frequency
4%

has
. .

emergdd from the literature.involving preschool children (4, 5.,,8). FinAlly,

despite evidence, for considerable individual -variation, in the incidence of
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vestions asked among even homogeneous samples of normal middle-elass.;

white children (3), investigators,have not yet' provided evidence for

the stability of these individual differences acres tithe and situation.
, .. i

k .

Method
w

Subjects
,I (1. ;*#P

.

The subjects were 16 ho g and 16 girls enrolled th a university'
, . -
,

eschoolprograth. The were predominantly frail white, middle-
.

-class-, two-parent families> While no intelligerice teft scored were.
)

avaiable, onTast records of the children normally enroll0 i
*--

the rrogram and teacher lodgements of tb'e present sample, all of'the

.A)
children were judged to be of at leak average intelligen ce. Mean age,

,

9f the children has 4.4*years, and-t4g* rangpd frdll 3.1 to 6:2,years
,`

...,

of age. Tbe 32 children were divided evenly into ewo non-o4#rlavping
. 4

o .

age group (younger and older preschool groups) -%..1.11ose mpansageI'ttere ,

L
) 4

I.%3.,6'and -5.'2, resnectivel ,. /.._ .,,

Stimulus'Materials

Eighteer) three- dimensional items w re Colle4ed from a,large pool

items used by the first author -in-Preyious research 3). Since most

.: f the objects used inn Ihe-Pres4nt study were similtirto those used 1):
,

t

I? '

. .

Mathieu (7), her 'conceptual categorie for classifying theP,items were

.,[

., .

. adopted. Specifically, eachitem was itst assigned to one of .the
4 ,

,
I

. . ,..' . t

following categories: Weontainer ,.i. ms; 2) ifems with several moving

.part's; 3) items with a few moving p.a):s; 4) items possessing interesting

N .

.* . .

textual properties; 5) biological artifac,ts; and 6) novelty items. he
., . . ,-, it

I

three items ass,igned to each category were then randomly selected
..-

. .0
.

.
.

4 be included in one of three sets of's1Q( objects. The items composing

. ,
.)

each set are,breiflsy described as follows:.

o

-

,

.04
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Set 1 -=desk sorter, fishing lantern

. .

in bottle, miniature metal chair. .

. -, '- .

Sec.4=-contact bens case, french-fry cutter; shoe.stt'etcher, copper

%1'bottom, preser ed frog
h

scrubber, preserved turtle in bottle, replica of St. Louis Arch.

Set 3- -purse .flashlight, crank puzzle box, hambldger' press, buOferl

.1

brush, stuffed squirrel, metal statue of Indian goddess.

Procedure

On threeeeparat.e occasions during th,e gamc, day, eacti child accompanied

his (her) student teacher to an unused pliiyroom, once with three °the same

peers.(4G), once with one other s.me sex peer 2G), and:dnce alone ("1C").

6.

.The three, sessions were each six minutes Yong,. and were separnt ti'41.)

.0 V
least 10 minutes and °more_ typically 20 minutes from preceding or succeeding,

4
session. Compositon of the

*
grvdps was randothly deterthined within) the.

restrictiont 'that all group members be of the same.sex and age group, and

6 r"

that all pn,i/ members be formed from those.0idren making up the fou'r-child

. groilps.

.
.

A random Ill_f of the.childreu within each age -stx subgroup
.

.
. _ 9 t, .

th'group size sessions in the following orer-740-2G-"G"; 'the rempining
.

: half received, the ses§ionstin the reverse order.,-"10-20-40._
-

(These two
. _.

sequences were selecteda the best compromise available ip making group
, Z

size comparisons using a within-subjects-design. TIlt mareLsOlt'istically

defensible alternktive of using three,sequepccr of an orde'r such that

e
each group size would appebr equally often in all three positions was

prohibited by the limited sample of children availhble).

At the beginning of the session the Audent teacher
u
invited the Children

1
, _

.',,

to kneel on a small area rug located i'n the center of the room. SurrOqing
. -..r. ,

. ..

were low partitions which served to separate the
. .

. .

. '
.

the rug on three sides

1

A

)
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testing area from the rest of the room which had otherwise been left

undisturbed. The- Leacher productd a paper sack containing one of the three

sets oflitoms which had been randomly assigned .to the session, And said

the following: There are some things in-the sack for you to look at.

You can take them out, play with them, and ask any questions about them

if you like. No (Abel- comments were necessary since the- children always

began immediately, to remove thd4tems from the sack.

The children werepencouraged to remain on the ar..e,a/rug white playing

with the Objects:but oLheis.e,their play activities were unrestricted. ,

The teacher, who was unaware of the purpose of the project, was merely

, encouraged to answer the children's questions as simply

as she mightdo unde-4.,r,inary conditions.

Recording Questions

and as directly

Each session was video taped 4)y an observer located in an adjoining

screened d-ohervation tiooth. Tte taped sessions, were playqd back and
'

questions t,Tre transcribed verbatim. Questions were defined as interoga-
c- 441.

tive statements or any other inflected statements which involved a request

for information about either the stimulus materials'presentdd, or about

d(c
any other objects, perstrs, or activities which were present in ór absent

from the, experimental sessions. Permission questions (e.g., Can I have

this?) as well as information-seeking -questions repeated by the same chAd_

or by another cit:ild in the same session were not included in the totalg.

Reliability in transcribing and scoring the, questions wqs obtained
.47

comparing the judgements of two raters who independently judged the

, -tapes of seven randomly selected sessions. The number of questions scored

by each judge on each minute of the 42 minti-Les composing the seven sessions

was .99 (p <.01) /

.

by

S

yt.
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Per Chill(' Analysis

'Results

Corre1atiOnAl analysis revealed that the number' of questions did

..
.

..
.

not vary significant,ly.with age.eithe.ramong the boys or the girls
-'

4
. ;

s

,

(r's.= .06 and =.06, rifspectiveTy). Therefore, age was ignored as a

variable, and,a three-way analysis, of variance was performed on the
-

data in which group size w' a "i:. kthin" effect and sex hnd order' ("1C "<-
v

._.'
-, 2G-4G, 46-.2.G-"lG") were "between" eftects

- , > . 1

- , Tnspection-bf Table 1 and results of the analysis combined toreveal
,

.
,..

..,
.

7

that netherscrx or ordertber, alone of in interaction, were signifIl
e

cantiv re ated to the frequency with which the children asked cluestions'.
,

.

Insert ;Table. 1 About Here

?r
e

On the other hand, it is hpparentrlOom.Table that' regardless of hr.",

the predicted decrease in questions with an increase in group sizewas

obtained. ,This' predicled pattern was clearly,ftnificant as revealed in

the main effect for group size, F = 49.92 (2/56); p .01, an in the.

follow-up
,

P. ir.-Wise comphrisons, all- Ps- 23.41 (.1/5"6,, all p's

Separate sorelations between'the frequency of questions asked between
1

ti

'1G" and 2G, 11G1' and 4O, and'between 2G and OGyielded r'd f .39, 4.31,
11 r 1

and .68", resipectively (all p's.05). Thus, there was significant

degree of consistenloy in the number of.questions individual children

' asked ovver the three group size conditions. While ,the 2G-4G correlatiOn%
,

appears to be particularly wbusr, it was (-IOC signicantly larger than the
. 4

,other two corre lations, .

Per Group Analysis

.' ' .
, - ,.

Tp.8.Lest whether the gFoup size condition significantly influenced
.. /

.

t he number of.questions produced on a per group basis, the total number .4,
.. .d

(

4.
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ofquest,ioncr generated by all four chi.1ften in%each of 'the eight 4G. groups

`
were treated as basic scores in thesanalysis. Eight "1G" and eight 2G

'f'

scores were then obtained.by taking the total number of questi6ns produced

:

within.eaCh set of four.childTen while they were being tested under 'the
.

. . .,
.

"LG':ed 2G conditions aiid *dividing-these totals by 4 and 2, respeAively, .

iii order. 'to ad,lust them' for the numbe -of'persons contributing 0 each.
0

total.
. v.

0
A tine -way repeated measures analysi's of caTiance perfoitmed'on%the

transformed per group,totals yielded a significant ef'fec't for group size,

3:33 (2/14), p,:.05. Fhllow-up tests indicated 'that tRe 20.3 questions

asked, per group by the chirdren when in tile 2C condition wns.signficanLly

the !'44 'g'entrAt.ed per grovp whin 41-1 4C, F = .7.11 (1/14), p .05.

It was also larger thaap,the 16.5 queAtions, asked by thd children when in

but Chis,difference was significant at only Ihe.I0 perednt, TeveI,

F = 3.83 (1/14), p .10. However,*the'"1G"-4G per 'group difference was

not significant'. Thus, the predicted inverse relationship of group size

to :total questions per group was confirmed when comparing 2G to 4G, but

not whqn comparing "IG" to either 2C or-4G.

D'iscussion

Group Size

The present findings extend those of Torrance in showing that even

among 'groups of four or'less, the frequency of asking questions per child

is inversely retated to'group size. Therdfore, if the. emphasis is on

generating ques,tions.from each child, the individual tutorial, situation
. ,

remains "superior" to a group situation, no matter how small ale group.

bn.the other hand, the per group totals suggest t,h/i groups of two

preschool' children may 'produce more question-s as a group than either'

Ar
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larger groups or even then individual children'alone with their 'teachers:

The .enhancing effects on group total-s)-of%theyadic (2G) srtuation found

in, the perese'ilL 'study shoUld be treated wieh some caution., for the possi-

bili.ty exists [fiat 2G,° 6y virStue of its second position in'boLh o.rder condi-
.

Lions; somehow received)a unique order, tre.t.ment that was not present in .

either."1C"in 4G. Neverthdle5is, Ihere is at least one oth ;17 recent
L

study with preschool cilildren which also found that a 2G
A
sitt tion,enhanced

the information-seeking efforts of preschool ch.ildun over that of "1C'''
0 1

(9)'. fh specifically, 'Rabinowitz. et,al. Pound that Own children euloring

a novel toy di,lcovered some new inf*ormation about it sooner than did individnal

,hildren exploring the same toy i,y 11,emselves.

It mighthe contended that the per cfrild M'easuile was a less appreprilLe

(1-
measure than the per group measure since the time to ask'questions was con-

founded with ehe size'of the gtomp die t6 the fact that a given child would

not be able Lc),ak hi's (her), questionwhileanother child in the group was
.

asking one. 'However, this criticism-is relevant only if. it can be demonstrated

that chit renxlid,not.have adequate time to ask their questions. In fact,'

.

however , in one of
,-

the 56 sessions (32 " 1G",'s + 16 2(a's + 8 4G's) did the
, ,

dren.and teacher spend more tfian a third of the si).1-minute period engaging

In question-answert exchanges.
.

Moreover, regardles of the 'condition, the ma-
.

1 411b

jority'of questions typcially occur.red within We first two minutes of.the

sessions. , C

It is okr position that both measures mhy be potentdally,useful,Thnd

are psychological menningfyl(though some.:what different) indices of the

r I

cognitive-educational processes qccuring among childln as they seek

information frpm their.teachers. ' For example, 4n support of the per

group measure, children would le expected to benefit from hearing

d 1 1

I
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questions ,11(ed by oth'er children that they themselves would not nave

'

thought /oeask. Therefore, Insline with the evidence of the "optimizing"

'effect crf 2S; over 4G a nd "1G", it would he _important in ftfrther research

to, discover if there are, fact, different gioup sizes for different.

age grolps of.childreli and for different tasks that maximize the total

number of questions th:it would'be asked in those situations. 'The'availability

of such knowledge would enable Ceache-rs'to arrange, the sizes of' their -groups

P
order to maxialz(: the potential information nvialahle to each

it the group:

,

On the outer hand, there.ape,also theareticdr.and empirical reasons

/ 4 .

to believe that a per.childJmeasure,is inporlant. Fox- example, Ros,.and.
&...

, .

Balzer (10) found that first, third, and fifth grade children remembered

inure oP the'Imiormation contained in answers to C11,01,t1 own questions than

to theAliestios .asked by bother child inla 2G
.

condition. Again, further

res.I
,

earch is needed to clearly dotermin2' the 'extent to which theretention
. .

.* *.
4

of informiltton.givi. a io ot11e.r as compared to onescfl-f varies with age and

group size; as wellis wiCh a-hoss of other pooteatial situational factOrs.

Individual Differe nceŝ-

NeitherNeither the'children's .age or se: provqd to be related to the frequency

.

with which they asked question. l'ile negative findings regardf4 age. are eon-
,

t''

,

. --_-

sistent with Matlikietis results (7) involyingpresc.hool boys who were studied

under conditions hat were highly similar t9 those in the present invegti-
_

gation. However, the Mathieu stud?, and the presouit one stand -in contrast

seve5a1 earlier investfgat4ns which fbund ageomnd number of questions

to be positiively.related 2;-11,13)1. Numerous differences in method-.

.

ology, materials, and ages sampled between the, earlier studies andboth

the prescrit.one'and that by Mathieu should provide a useful source of

-

-hypothe'sis for further research.conce-rning age trends in question-asking.
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ilowe/er; one difference that may account for at least a portion of the

inconsistent-findings is that the earlier studies, unlike the recent ones

from our laberatory,.increased their chances of finding age changes by .

4
using children who varied widely (at least five years) in age.

-

The present study also provides another'score for no sex. diffrZnee's

among preschool children in question-asking frequency to,chalk up against

the.vstudies yielding sex difference's fvoring boys (8) and those involving
Ts.

sex differences. favorin.g girls (5). It is apparent to the prg'sent inv4sti-

.gators that the picture will become no.clearer'untiLsociar, task, And other

situat-ional factors are systematically evaluated.'

'Finally, despite the fact that age'and'sex were not predfeLive(of

.

questioning performance, the substantial individual dr4terenees that

exist among the children were nevertheless consistently reflected o or the

three grou site condit.ons. Oi particular interest to us was the fact that

the G2-G4'scorrelaton (of .68) 'appeared to be.,particularly lohust, while

the other two correlations' involving GL and the two bonafide group conditions

were rather more modest (.39 and .37, respectively for G2 and 0 with G1).

As mentioned preyiou.sly,. the correlations were not,significantly4d1fferent

from each other. Nevertheless, it is teMpting,to speculate that some .set

of 'group dynamics': factors (.g., dominance,, independence, atCentiveness-
`c

to-peers), may have contributed'to the larger correlation, but were absent

N . 0 .

in the smaller correld.tionsjnvolving G1 since it, of cqurSe, was. npt a

group situation. ti would seem that S pOmising line of research would
4 f . .,

he to examine the interpersonal relatiionships found within groups that
. -.1

make them. more successful contexts for some children and less successful

ones for others as they seek new information about their environment.

13
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